
Name: ___________________________________

Spelling Words
List E-5 R-Controlled Vowels

Spelling Words Review

garden

heartfelt

charcoal

hangar

error

consumer

scarce

explorer

computer

charge

guitar

pier

scorch

orchard

spider

quarter

porch

clerk

nerve

churn

amaze

concrete

evict

Challenge

ferment

thirsty

Answer the questions.

1.  How many syllables are in the word pier? ______________________

2.  How many r-controlled vowels are in the word, orchard?  ______________________

3.  There are two compound words in your spelling list.  Name one. ______________________

4.  Name the other compound word you did not list above. ______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  one-fourth of a whole _________________________

6.  a garage where an airplane is stored _________________________

7.  someone who buys a product _________________________

8. to provide power for an electronic device _________________________  

Write a spelling word that is a synonym for each word below.

9.  mistake      ____________________ (5 letters)

10.  secretary   ____________________ (5 letters)

11.  burn           ____________________ (6 letters)

12.  stir              ____________________ (5 letters)
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Name: _____________________________________               List E-5: R-Controlled Vowels

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

nerve guitar scarce garden

explorer porch spider computer

13.  Stephanie was outside, reading her favorite book on the front  ________________________.

14.  A  ________________________  is classified as an animal, not an insect.

15.  Walt started taking  ________________________  lessons so he could play in a band. 

16. It seems like the local population of oak trees is becoming more  ________________________ . 

17. Our history assignment is to write about a famous  ________________________  from our    
            textbook. 

18.  My grandparents plant a sprawling  ________________________  in their yard each year.

19. A  ________________________  sends signals from your brain to other parts of your body.

20. Priya is getting a new  ________________________  before she goes to college next year. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which challenge word means “needing to drink something”?   ___________________________ 

22. Which review word means “to inspire awe or wonder”?      ___________________________ 

23. Name the review word that's a synonym for “remove.”      ___________________________

24. Name the challenge word that contains two short e sounds.     ___________________________

25. Which review word means “solid” or “firm”?       ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY
Spelling Words

List E-5: R-Controlled Vowels

Spelling Words Review

garden

heartfelt

charcoal

hangar

error

consumer

scarce

explorer

computer

charge

guitar

pier

scorch

orchard

spider

quarter

porch

clerk

nerve

churn

amaze

concrete

evict

Challenge

ferment

thirsty

Answer the questions.

1.  How many syllables are in the word pier? 1 syllable

2.  How many r-controlled vowels are in the word, orchard?  2 r-controlled vowels

3.  There are two compound words in your spelling list.  Name one. heartfelt

4.  Name the other compound word you did not list above. charcoal

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  one-fourth of a whole quarter

6.  a garage where an airplane is stored hangar

7.  someone who buys a product consumer

8. to provide power for an electronic device charge  

Write a spelling word that is a synonym for each word below.

9.  mistake      error           (5 letters)

10.  secretary   clerk           (5 letters)

11.  burn           scorch          (6 letters)

12.  stir              churn           (5 letters)
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Name: _____________________________________               List E-5: R-Controlled Vowels

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

nerve guitar scarce garden

explorer porch spider computer

13.  Stephanie was outside, reading her favorite book on the front  porch.

14.  A  spider  is classified as an animal, not an insect.

15.  Walt started taking  guitar  lessons so he could play in a band. 

16. It seems like the local population of oak trees is becoming more  scarce . 

17. Our history assignment is to write about a famous  explorer  from our textbook. 

18.  My grandparents plant a sprawling  garden  in their yard each year.

19. A  nerve  sends signals from your brain to other parts of your body.

20. Priya is getting a new  computer  before she goes to college next year. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which challenge word means “needing to drink something”? thirsty 

22. Which review word means “to inspire awe or wonder”? amaze 

23. Name the review word that's a synonym for “remove.” evict

24. Name the challenge word that contains two short e sounds. ferment

25. Which review word means “solid” or “firm”?  concrete
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